Personal mobility vehicle rules

These rules apply to all motorized vehicles designed to move a single person. This includes motorized (electric or fueled): scooters, skateboards, one wheels, solo wheel, electric unicycle and any other motorized vehicles that may be developed.

1. Motorized personal mobility vehicles are not allowed on campus paths
2. Personal mobility vehicle users must follow common safety practices: motorized vehicles yield to non-motorized, non-motorized personal mobility vehicles yield to pedestrians

Shared ride/dockless mobility vehicles

Shared ride/Dockless mobility vehicles refer to commercial shared mobility vehicles

3. Rules include:
   a. All dockless shared mobility vehicles must park in areas designated by parking box markings on the ground
   b. Dockless mobility vehicles are not allowed to be ridden, carried, or otherwise transported into campus buildings
   c. Motorized dockless mobility vehicles may not be charged on campus property

Exemptions include motorized wheel chairs and university owned vehicles

Communication to companies operating under the city pilot:
Commercial shared mobility vehicles that are in violation of our rules may be ticketed and impounded. Any mobility vehicle that arrives on university property must be removed daily by 10:00 pm. The following ticketing and impound charges will be applied:
Impound fee is $30 per vehicle.
After 15 days a $20 late fee is added.
After 90 days, vehicles will be disposed of.